Abstract. We prove the existence results for the Schrödinger equation of the form
Introduction
The nonlinear Schrödinger equation
arises in many various branches of mathematical physics, in particular the so-called standing waves Φ(x, t) = e −iωt u(x) of the time-dependent, nonlinear Schrödinger equation of the form i
∂Φ(x, t) ∂t = −∆Φ(x, t) + (V (x) + ω)Φ(x, t) − g(x, |Φ(x, t)|)Φ(x, t), (x, t) ∈ R
N × R, appear in models in quantum physics. In nonlinear optics, (1.1) describes the propagation of a electromagnetic wave in a periodic waveguide, e.g. photonic crystals ( [8, 15, 23] ). The external potential V : R N → R takes into account the linear properties of the material and the nonlinear term g : R N × R → R is responsible for the polarization of the medium. For instance, in Kerr-like media one has g(x, u) = Γ (x)|u| 2 u, and in the saturation effect, the nonlinear polarization is asymptotically linear and is of the form
Recently it has been shown that materials with large range of prescribed properties can be created ( [12, 20, 24, 26, 27] ) with different linear and nonlinear effects. Our aim is to model a wide range of nonlinear phenomena that allow to consider a composite of materials with different nonlinear polarization. In our case, the polarization g(x, ·) may be linear for some x ∈ R N \K (for sufficiently large |u|) and nonlinear outside of it, where K is a given Z N -periodic subset of R N . We admit
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1 also the fully nonlinear situation with K = R N . In particular, we may combine the Kerr-like nonlinearity with a saturation effect, e.g.
g(x, u)
where Γ ∈ L ∞ (R N ) is Z N -periodic, positive and bounded away from 0 and χ stands for the characteristic function.
As usual we assume that the potential satisfies the following condition, cf. [1, 10, 23, 25] :
is Z N -periodic and 0 lies in the spectral gap of −∆ + V (x).
Recall that the spectrum of the operator −∆+V (x) on L 2 (R N ), where V ∈ L ∞ (R N ) is Z N -periodic, is purely continuous and consists of pairwise disjoint, closed intervals ( [25] ). Thus we define that a spectral gap is any connected, bounded component of R \ σ(−∆ + V (x)).
Moreover we suppose that g : R N × R → R is a Carathéodory function such that x → g(x, u) is Z N -periodic for a.e. x ∈ R N and for all u ∈ R, i.e. g(x + z, u) = g(x, u) for a.e. x ∈ R N and all u ∈ R, which satisfies the following conditions. ∈ R is nondecreasing on (−∞, 0) and on (0, ∞) for a.e. x ∈ R N . (G5) There is a function Θ ∈ L ∞ (R N ) and a constant a > 0 such that
and Θ is Z N -periodic such that Θ(x) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ K.
In particular, (G1), (G4) and (G5) imply that
We look for weak solution to (1.1) by means of critical points of the strongly indefinite energy functional J :
Conditions (G1), (G2), (G4) are standard and considered e.g. in [1, 10, 17, 21, 32] and in the references therein. For large |u|, (G3) describes super-quadratic behaviour of G in K whereas (G5) provides quadratic behaviour of G outside K. If K = R N , (G5) is redundant and there is a series of results concerning the existence and multiplicity of solutions. For instance, this situation has been recently considered by Liu [17] , Mederski [21] , De Paiva, Kryszewski and Szulkin [11] , and under stronger monotonicity assumption than (G4) by Szulkin and Weth in [32] . Their proofs are based on a generalized linking theorem that is applied to J , or on the minimization method for J on the so-called Nehari-Pankov manifold. If K is a proper subset of R N , then situation is much more delicate, since in general J (tu) may diverge to +∞ or −∞ as t → ∞ for different u. It is easy to check that (G1) and (G4) imply that (1.2) g(x, u)u ≥ 2G(x, u) for all u ∈ R and for a.e. x ∈ R N , however the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz condition need not to be satisfied [2] , hence we do not know whether any Palais-Smale sequence is bounded. We would like to mention that the asymptotically linear case, e.g. the saturation effect, has also been intensively studied (see e.g. [16, 18, 19, 31] and references therein). In the positive-definite case, Jeanjean and Tanaka [13] provided an existence result for g asymptotically linear. Maia, Oliviera and Ruviaro showed that for autonomous and asymptotically linear nonlinearity g in the indefinite, non-periodic case there exists a nontrivial solution [19] . Szulkin and Li showed that there is a nontrivial solution for g asymptotically linear in the indefinite, Z N -periodic, nonautonomous case in [16] .
Observe that, taking Θ ≡ 0, we can consider a nonlinear term of the form
where 2 < p < 2 * and K satisfies the foregoing assumptions. An example of such a set is
In general, |K| = ∞. Indeed, since |∂K| = 0, we see that |int K| > 0 and there is an open subset
is positive definite on X + and negative definite on X − and if inf σ(−∆+V ) < 0, then dim X − = ∞ and J is strongly indefinite. Similarly as in [23, 32] we introduce the so-called Nehari-Pankov manifold
which contains all nontrivial critical points of J . Our main results read as follows.
, where c is the minimax level given by (2.4) or (7.1).
We note also that in the case K = R N , we obtain c = inf N J and u is a ground state solution, i.e. u minimizes the energy on N , cf. (2.6). Hence, u is the least energy solution and we recover results from [17, 21] and also from [32] , where the stronger monotonicity condition has been assumed. Under our conditions we show that the energy functional J has the linking geometry and Cerami sequences are bounded. This allows to use a variant of linking theorem obtained in [16, 21] , to obtain one solution. However, the multiplicity of solutions seem to be difficult to obtain by standard methods, e.g. by means of techniques demonstrated in [10, 11, 14, 32] . To obtain the existence of infinitely many solutions we observe that for any u ∈ H 1 (R N ) the functional J (u + ·) is strictly convex on X − , which allows us to reduce the problem to looking for critical points of a reduced functional J on X + . Although the nonlinear term G is not super-quadratic at infinity on the whole space R N , we can show that J has the mountain pass geometry. In order to do it we construct an infinite dimensional subspace Q ⊂ X + on which our nonlinear term R N G(x, u) dx is super-quadratic at infinity. In the multiplicity result we use a Cerami-type condition (see (M) β α in Section 2) and a variant of Benci's pseudoindex based on the Krasnoelskii genus. In fact we refine a recent critical point theory from [22, Section 3] for strongly indefinite functionals, which do not have to be globally super-quadratic -see Section 2 for details.
The paper is organized as follows. The second section consists of an abstract setting which allows us to find a Cerami sequence for J and to show the multiplicity of solutions. In Section 3 we show our construction of an appropriate subspace Q ⊂ X + which consists of functions being zero outside of K. In Section 4 we verify assumptions from the abstract setting and in Section 5 we show the boundedness of Cerami-type sequences. Section 6 contains proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. In the Appendix we provide also another proof of the existence of a nontrivial solution by means of a linking-type theorem.
Critical point theory
The following abstract setting is recalled from [4, 5, 22] , where super-quadratic problems have been considered. Our aim is to refine this theory for partially super-quadratic problems as (1.1). Let X be a reflexive Banach space with the norm · and a topological direct sum decomposition X = X + ⊕ X − , where X + is a Hilbert space with a scalar product ·, · . For u ∈ X we denote by u + ∈ X + and u − ∈ X − the corresponding summands so that u = u + + u − . We may assume u, u = u 2 for any u ∈ X + and u 2 = u + 2 + u − 2 . We introduce the topology T on X as the product of the norm topology in X + and the weak topology in X − . Hence u n T −→ u if and only if u
and let us define the set
Clearly M contains all critical points of J and we assume the following conditions introduced in [4, 5] :
(I1) I ∈ C 1 (X, R) and I(u) ≥ I(0) = 0 for any u ∈ X.
(I2) I is T -sequentially lower semicontinuous:
Observe that if I is strictly convex and satisfies (I4), then (I2) and (I5) clearly hold. Moreover, for any u ∈ X + we find m(u) ∈ M which is the unique global maximizer of J | u+X − . Note that m needs not be C 1 , and M needs not be a differentiable manifold because I ′ is only required to be continuous. The following properties (i)-(iv) are taken from [5, Proof of Theorem 4.4] and we observe that they are implied by (I1)-(I5).
In order to get the mountain pass geometry of J we need some additional assumptions.
(I6) There exists r > 0 such that a := inf
Note that in the previous works [5, 22] , instead of (I7), the following stronger condition has been assumed:
Since our problem (1.1) is not super quadratic outside K, we require only (I7) and we introduce Q containing functions with support in K.
has a subsequence converging in the T -topology. Since we look for solutions to (1.1) in R N and not in a bounded domain as in [5] , the (P S) T c -condition is no longer satisfied. Now our approach is similar to [22] , but we need to work with the weaker condition than (2.3). Note that by (I5) and (I6), J (u) ≥ J (u) ≥ a for u ∈ X + and u = r, and J (tu)/t 2 → −∞ as t → ∞ for u ∈ Q. Therefore J has the mountain pass geometry and similarly as in [5, Theorem 4 .4] we may define the mountain pass level
where
In order to show that c M ≥ a > 0 we require the following condition on I:
. Then J has a Cerami sequence (u n ) at the level c M and
Proof. Observe that for every u ∈ Q \ {0}, the map (0, +∞) ∋ t → J (tu) ∈ R attains maximum at some point t 0 > 0 and J 
and we conclude (2.6). By the mountain pass theorem there exists a Cerami sequence (u n ) for J at the level c M ≥ a (see [3, 9] ).
In order to deal with multiplicity of critical point, we introduce a discrete group action on X, e.g. in our application to (1.1) we have G = Z N acting by translations, see Theorem 1.2. For a topological group acting on X, denote the orbit of u ∈ X by G * u, i.e.,
In order to deal with multiplicity of critical points, assume that G is a topological group such that (G) G acts on X by isometries and discretely in the sense that for each u = 0, (G * u) \ {u} is bounded away from u. Moreover, J is G-invariant and
Observe that M is G-invariant and m :
We shall use the notation
Note that by (2.7)
We recall the following variant of the Cerami condition between the levels α, β ∈ R introduced in [22] . Proof. It suffices to show that each sequence (u n ) ⊂ Q k such that u n → ∞ contains a subsequence along which
As usual, (u n ) ⊂ X + will be called a Cerami sequence for J at the level c if (1+ u n ) J ′ (u n ) → 0 and J (u n ) → c. In view of (I4), it is clear that if (u n ) is a bounded Cerami sequence for J , then (m(u n )) ⊂ M is a bounded Cerami sequence for J .
By a standard argument we can find a locally Lipschitz continuous pseudo-gradient vector field v :
is the maximal time of existence of η(·, u). We prove Theorem 2.3 by contradiction and from now on we assume that there is a finite number of distinct orbits {G * u : u ∈ K}. Recall the following lemma. Similarly as in [22] , let Σ := {A ⊂ X + : A = −A and A is compact},
and for A ∈ Σ we put i
where S(0, r) := {u ∈ X + : u = r} and γ is Krasnoselskii's genus [30] . This is a variant of Benci's pseudoindex [3, 6] and the following properties are adapted from [28, Lemma 2.16] .
Proof. (i)-(iii) are proved in [22, Lemma 3.7] .
(iv) By Lemma 2.4, 
r)) < k and an odd mapping
f : h(D k ) ∩ S(0, r) → R k−1 \ {0}. Let U := h −1 (B(0, r)) ∩ Q k . Observe that J (h(u)) ≤ J (u) < 0 for u ∈ Q k \ B(0, R) and J (u) ≥ 0 for u ∈ B(0, r). Suppose that there is u ∈ U such that u ∈ Q k \ B(0, R). Since h(u) ∈ B(0, r) we have 0 ≤ J (h(u)) ≤ J (u) < 0,
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Take β ≥ a and let
Since there are finitely many critical orbits, there exists ε 0 > 0 for which
(this is possible due to Lemma 2.2). Similarly as in [22] we show there is ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ) such that (2.12) lim
Define
and note that by Lemma 2.6 all β k are well defined, finite and a ≤ β 1 ≤ β 2 ≤ . . .. Let β = β k for some k ≥ 1 and take ε > 0 such that (2.12) holds. As in [22] we define the flow η :
. Now, using (2.12) we can define the entrance time map e :
Then e(u) is finite and it is standard to show that e is continuous and even. Take any A ∈ Σ such that i * (A) ≥ k and J (u) ≤ β + ε for u ∈ A. Let T := sup u∈A e(u) and set h := η(T, ·).
Thus K β = ∅ and K β is (at most) countable, so that
which is a contradiction. Therefore we get an infinite sequence β 1 < β 2 < ... of critical values which contradicts our assumption that K consists of a finite number of distinct orbits. This completes the proof.
Variational setting and construction of Q

In view of (V), the Schrödinger operator
with the orthogonal splitting X = X + ⊕ X − . On X we consider the norm given by
and the corresponding scalar product
Moreover we can rewrite J in the following form
Then J ∈ C 1 (X) and critical points of J are weak solutions to (1.1). If in addition inf σ(−∆ + V (x)) > 0, we have X − = {0} and
Take any open subset Ω such that Ω ⊂ int K ∩ (0, 1) N . Since the operator −∆ + V (x) on H 1 0 (Ω) has a discrete and unbounded from above spectrum, we define an infinite dimensional subspace Q of H 1 0 (Ω) such that −∆ + V (x) is positive definite on Q. Clearly Q ⊂ X + and supp (u) ⊂ Ω for u ∈ Q. Observe that, if u n → u in X + and u n ∈ Q, we have u = 0 a.e. on R N \ Ω. Thus, taking Q instead of Q we may assume that Q is closed and supp (u) ⊂ K for every u ∈ Q. We observe the following crucial property of Q.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that u = u + + u − ∈ X \ X − is such that u + ∈ Q and u = 0 a.e. on K. Then u + = −u − a.e. on K and since u + ∈ Q we have u + = 0 a.e. on R N \ K. Moreover ∇u + = 0 a.e. on R N \ K and since |∂K| = 0 we obtain that
Hence u + = 0, u = u − ∈ X − and we get a contradiction. Therefore |{x ∈ K : u(x) = 0}| > 0, which implies that |supp (u) ∩ K| > 0.
Verification of (I1)-(I8)
Define I(u) :=
is of the form (2.1). Then in view of (G1) and (G2), for any ε > 0 we find c ε > 0 such that
Hence J is of C 1 class and by direct computation we obtain I(0) = 0 and (I1) holds. 
Lemma 4.1. I is convex and I(u + ·) is strictly convex on
holds for any u, v ∈ R, t ≥ 0, ε > 0 and a.e. x ∈ R N , where
and passing to the limit as ε → 0
Thus G(x, ·) is convex and therefore
is strictly convex on X − , we see that I(u + ·) : X − → R is also strictly convex.
Clearly, since I is convex, (I2) is satisfied. Now we show (I4). Take any sequence (u n ) ⊂ X and suppose that u n → ∞. If u + n → ∞ we see that u
Now by Lemma 4.1 and (I4), we easy check that M is nonempty and (I5) is satisfied. Suppose that u n
Observe that passing to a subsequence lim inf
and if, in addition, I(u n ) → I(u), we obtain that
Thus u − n → u − and (I3) holds. Note that (4.1) implies (I6). Hence we only need to check (I7) and (I8).
Lemma 4.2. (I7) holds.
Proof. Since u n ∈ Q we also have t n u n ∈ Q. Recall that for any u ∈ X + we find m(u) ∈ M, which is the unique global maximizer of J | u+X − as in Section 2. Taking into account that m(t n u n ) = t n u n + w n for some w n ∈ X − , in view of Lemma 3.1,
Hence we may assume that (v n ) is bounded, v n ⇀ v and v n (x) → v(x) for a.e. x ∈ R N . Since u n → u = 0 we may also assume that u n (x) → u(x). Q is closed, so that u ∈ Q and, again in view of Lemma 3.1 we have |supp (u + v) ∩ K| > 0. Then, for a.e.
Moreover, from Fatou's lemma
and we conclude.
Observe that (I8) is a simple consequence of the following inequality.
Lemma 4.3.
For any u ∈ X, v ∈ X − and t ≥ 0 there holds
for any ε > 0. Here and below | · | k stands for the usual
and as in [21, Lemma 3.2] (cf. [32, Lemma 2.2]) we check that for any u ∈ X, v ∈ X − and t ≥ 0 there holds
Taking ε → 0 + we obtain
5. Boundedness of Cerami-type sequences
In particular, any Cerami sequence for J at a positive level is bounded.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that u n → ∞. Put v n := u n / u n . Since v n = 1, we may assume that v n ⇀ v and v n (x) → v(x) for a.e. x ∈ R N , passing to a subsequence if necessary. Moreover we can assume that there is (
Otherwise, in view of Lions' lemma [33, Lemma 1.21]
for all 2 < t < 2 * . Hence, in view of (G1) and (G2) we have
n ) → 0 and taking into account Lemma 4.3, we infer that
Note that v
for any s ≥ 0, and we get a contradiction, since (J (u n )) is bounded. Thus there is (
Passing to a subsequence we have
Note that for a.e. x ∈ S we have |u n (x + z n )| = |v n (x + z n )| u n → ∞ and x + z n ∈ K for all n. Thus by (G3)
we get a contradiction. Hence, by the
Fix such ϕ and let ϕ n := ϕ(· − z n ). Then
Note that for sufficiently large n
Recall that for a.e. x ∈ supp ϕ ∩ supp v we have |u n (x + z n )| → ∞ and |u n (x + z n )| ≥ a for sufficiently large n. Since x + z n ∈ K, we have that
Again, passing to a subsequence we have
Moreover by (G4) and (G5)
In view of the Hölder inequality
.
and 0 is an eigenvalue of the operator
, which is a contradiction, since V (x) − Θ(x) is Z N -periodic and σ disc (A) = ∅, see [25] .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there is β such that for any k ≥ 1 there is sequence (u
We may assume that n(k) increases when k increases. Then (u k n(k) ) satisfies all assumptions of Lemma 5.1, but is unbounded -a contradiction.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2
From Theorem 2.1 we see that there is a Cerami sequence (u n ) ⊂ X + for J at the level c M > 0 given by (2.4). Let v n := m(u n ) = u n + w n ∈ M, where w n ∈ X − . Then (J (v n )) is bounded. Moreover by property (iv) in Section 2 we obtain
Hence, in view of Lemma 5.1, (v n ) ⊂ M is bounded and therefore (v + n ) ⊂ X + is bounded as well. Then (v n ) ⊂ M is a bounded Palais-Smale sequence for J . Proof of Theorem 1.1. Up to a subsequence we have
Suppose that sup
Note that by (4.1)
which is a contradiction. Hence there is a sequence (
and w n = v n , so (w n ) is bounded in X and, up to a subsequence
and w + = 0, in particular w = 0. To show that w is a critical point of J take any test function ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R N ) and see that
On the other hand
Note that for every measurable set E ⊂ supp ϕ
Hence {g(x, w n )ϕ} is uniformly integrable on supp ϕ and therefore
In view of the weak convergence w n ⇀ w we obtain w n , ϕ + = w Taking into account (4.1) we obtain 
